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Each plank…can have only one
ideal use. The woodworker must find
this ideal use and create an object of
utility to man, and if nature smiles,
an object of lasting beauty.
George Nakashima (1905-1990)

The Evolution of
Fine Furniture

t begins with a dream. The dream of a home appointed with

Attention to detail is the cornerstone of the Aisling brand, whether it

bespoke handcrafted furniture so exquisite that it delights you

applies to a full room design or an individual signature piece. Every

every time you look at it. Your furniture, whether it is designed

detail is carefully considered, from the overall look of your furniture and

for the kitchen, living room, bedroom or bathroom should be an

how it will integrate into your home, right down to the choice of hinges

integral part of your home and your life. Beautiful, practical,

and handles. The craftsmen at Aisling will draw on their passion for

functional and, most of all, a unique expression of who you are and how

design and their artistry to create made-to-order cabinetry that will last

you choose to live.

you a lifetime.

It is the life’s work of the craftsmen at Aisling to meet your exacting

Our vast selection of door styles and accompanying accessories

specifications. With their incomparable level of service and skill, their

are designed to inspire and excite you and when combined with our

quest is to satisfy each and every customer’s individual needs and

specially sourced timbers and palette of paint finishes, you will have a

desires, resulting in furniture that is unparalleled in terms of design,

home graced with furniture that is completely original, comprising the

construction and finish.

highest quality materials and craftsmanship.
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ALBERTA & BELLEVILLE
Traditional overtones are apparent in this
striking kitchen combining the Alberta Character
Oak door and its painted counterpart, Belleville,
in perfect harmony.

Impeccable balance is achieved here between the central island
with painted White Cotton finish, featuring open units on both
ends, and the surrounding Oak units. Tallhousings at the back
provide plenty of practical storage, the window bench seat
adds a playful touch and the double mantle shelf with large
decorative corbels showcases the modern range cooker.
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CALGARY & VICTORIA
Unique detailing and the rich tones created by
a Walnut and painted mix grace the open plan
design of this stunning contemporary kitchen,
merging the Calgary and Victoria ranges.
If you are looking for the ultimate ‘wow’ factor when it comes
to your kitchen design, the Calgary & Victoria may just be
the answer. An entertainer’s dream, with its spacious work
area, large central island with raised glass breakfast bar and
underground spiral wine cellar, this kitchen simply cannot be
matched for style and originality.
The island, with a painted Brilliant White finish, features
quadrant doors and an abundant number of drawers in varying
sizes to provide ample storage while the wall units incorporate
Damascus carved frames for displaying favourite glasses and
crockery. Unique s-shaped doors provide focus on the sink area
and a fluted high cornice tops off the overall look, resulting in a
living space that is beyond exceptional.
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EDMONTON
A marriage of simplicity and style, the
Edmonton kitchen boasts many exciting
features that make it the ultimate working
space for the creative cook.

This bright and airy space, ideally situated adjacent to the dining

Floating shelves on the back wall inject a creative, as well as

area, allows plenty of room for movement when working around

practical element and the European White Oak overmantel with

the kitchen. The painted island, with its pastry bench at one end,

elongated, large corbels showcases a unique design approach.

provides a handy chopping area whilst featuring a large expanse

Note the extended floor frames (see page 47 for details) used in

of worktop, perfect for food preparation.

this seamless inframe design.

JASPER
This curvaceous design, enriched by a solid
White Oak finish, creates a free flowing space
punctuated by functional elements that provide
enduring appeal.
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Characterised by its sensuous concave, convex and bowfront
curves, the Jasper kitchen makes a serious contemporary design
statement, highlighted by its elliptically-shaped centre island.
Incorporating simply styled accessories including modern cornice
& light pelmet and curved pilasters, this design will thrill those
who appreciate sophisticated, yet simple styling.
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MAYFAIR
Reminiscent of an old country farmhouse
kitchen, Mayfair is brought into the 21st century
with a soft painted finish and modern accessories
and appliances.

Exuding warmth and comfort, Mayfair’s traditional tongue & groove
design is made for those who aspire to country living, whether
residing in a rural or urban environment.
The central island, with a painted Stone finish, boasts a classically
designed pastry bench with storage space below for cookbooks and
baking bowls and topped by a solid timber worktop, ideal for the
dedicated baker.
An Oak platerack nestles between painted Sage Green wall units
providing a pleasing contrast of finishes and the double mantle shelf
with large corbels creates focus on the modern range cooker with
bench seating on one side for contemplative relaxation.
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MONTREAL
The majestic qualities of this Montreal kitchen
are evident in its contrasting finishes and key
design features, bringing together style and
elegance in perfect harmony.

At once, the sheer luxury and ornate detailing offered

The overmantel cleverly takes centre stage by featuring

by the Montreal kitchen are apparent. Warmed by the

both finishes together and drawing further attention to

combination of painted Cream and White Oak finishes,

this area is the inclusion of feature frames on either side.

this design uses both curves and straight lines to create a

Internal cabinet lighting can be used here to accentuate

classically exquisite space.

glass or crockery displayed within.

Adorned with original accessories such as inset trays, spice

Also incorporated into the design is a castellated rail,

drawers and carved pull-out cutting boards, the island

adding a traditional touch that complements beautifully

becomes a key focal point, boasting a circular end unit that

the ornate ceiling cornice and bringing together the

reflects the curved doors used in the adjacent tallhousings.

overall look and feel of this incredible kitchen.
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TORONTO
A kitchen designed for comfortable living,
Toronto uses soft pastel colours to accentuate
fine details and cosy furnishings, ideal for
socialising with friends and family.
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With its ethereal feel brought about by the combination of Light

Designed also for a practical lifestyle, the island includes

Blue and Ivory painted finishes, the Toronto kitchen brings new

convenient shelving for easy access to cookbooks and a circular

meaning to the phrase ‘easy living’. Focussed on creating a

end unit for all important food preparation. Framed glass doors

comfortable and relaxed living space, the bench seating presents

grace the back wall, reflecting this kitchen’s open and engaging feel

an inviting area for friends and family to group together and

and the inclusion of a castellated rail beneath the cornice adds a

discuss the events of the day whilst enjoying a good meal.

touch of opulence already established by the ornate ceiling cornice.
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WINNIPEG
With its sumptuous finish and thoughtful
detailing, the Winnipeg kitchen adeptly
shows how traditional can meet modern with
outstanding results.

Winnipeg’s classic traditional door design, with its raised centre
panel, is given a new twist when united with modern appliances in
a distinctly contemporary setting. The rich, luxurious Walnut finish
contrasts beautifully with lightly coloured surroundings, making
the kitchen feel spacious and boundless.
The island, with its specially designed Winnipeg posts
embellishing each corner, features a roomy breakfast bar, ideally
suited to bustling family living, with plenty of added space for
food preparation or display.
The wall units, with their fluted high cornices, are tailored to
suit available wall space in the kitchen, while the matching Elwin
canopy sits proudly above a modern style cooker.
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SUDBURY & HUDSON
With inspiration drawn from contemporary
rural living, simplicity reigns supreme in this
sophisticated and dramatic kitchen design,
perfectly suited to a country mansion.

With prominent ceiling beams hovering high above a significant
open space, the architectural layout of this room lends
itself perfectly to the integration of a contemporary design
aesthetic. Bringing together the varied tones of American
Black Walnut (Sudbury) and painted Stone (Hudson), this
kitchen features not one, but two islands, each providing an
important functional contribution to this stunning design.
The soft curves presented by the quadrant doors in both
islands are subtly reflected in the tallhousings opposite by the
inclusion of radiused pilasters and a bowfronted tall larder, and
designer worktops add to the luxurious look and feel.
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WELLESLEY
Inspired by the traditional methods of fine cabinet
making, the Wellesley kitchen offers elegance and
charm with its meticulous detailing and stylish
design, enhanced here by a Character Oak finish.
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Feeling right at home in this ample setting, the Wellesley kitchen

The central island, with a convenient breakfast bar at one end and

brings a solid sense of style to any space with its ornate door

pastry bench at the other, also features traditionally styled wicker

detailing and selection of innovative accessories, evoking a true

baskets for storage and space for the inclusion of a refrigerator or

handcrafted feel. Characterised by the inclusion of Cathedral

wine cooler, handy for those intimate romantic dinners or family

carved frames and a stunning overmantel design that emphasises

get togethers. Floating shelves make intelligent use of the space

the Aga range cooker, this kitchen is timeless in its appeal.

on the back wall, for displaying favourite ornaments or crockery.
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DAWSON
An enduring classic, Dawson, shown here in a
painted Ivory finish, combines traditional design
elements with colourful decor to result in a
distinctive working kitchen.

Populated by a selection of creative accessories, including

The dining area, in close proximity to the island, is furnished

fluted posts and castellated rails, the Dawson kitchen also

with integrated bench seating, encouraging the family to

boasts a number of other features that make it exceptionally

gather together in familiar comfortable surroundings, to enjoy

suitable for any family with a busy lifestyle.

a meal or lounge with a cup of coffee and good conversation.

If it is storage space you are looking for, this kitchen is

Finally, the L-shaped island, featuring a circular end unit with

ideal. The inclusion of an abundant number of base and wall

integrated chopping board, offers plenty of room for food

cabinets, including tall larder units, provide all the space you

preparation as well as a place to exhibit a vase of freshly cut

could need, with framed glass doors prompting the display of

flowers or a plate of baked goods, ready for an impromptu visit

favourite kitchen items.

from unexpected guests!
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TRENTON
Offering a completely fresh approach to an
established favourite, Trenton’s horizontal
tongue & groove construction sits impeccably
well in this Japanese-inspired kitchen design
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A perfect solution for the more adventurous homeowner, the

Centrally positioned to highlight its contrasting elements, the

Trenton kitchen, shown here in a sublime Walnut finish, blends

island features a semi-circular, high level breakfast bar met by a

cutting-edge design with sleek, minimal styling, best shown in the

straight section of base units, incorporating varying heights that

linear display of wall and base units that grace the far wall.

display a unique, asymmetrical look.
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STORAGE OPTIONS
The interior space of your furniture can be just as
beautiful and practical as the exterior. Here are
just a few of the many storage options you can
select when considering your furniture design.

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Oak dovetail cutlery insert
Oak dovetail cutlery insert
Oak dovetail pan drawer
Walnut plate rack unit
Oak butler’s pantry with oak spice racks
Walnut display unit with glass shelves
Open display unit & quadrant doors

2

5

3
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6

7
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FINISHING TOUCHES
Not to be overlooked, the accessories that
embellish your furniture play a vital role in its
overall look, bringing added character and style.
With so many to choose from, it won’t be easy!

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Fluted high cornice & Elwin canopy
Plain high cornice
High mantel shelf with small corbels
Fluted pilaster & cockbead frame detail
Overmantel with large corbels
Engraved pull-out cutting boards & inset trays
Plate rack display unit

1

2

5

3

4

6
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FRAMES
Whether for decorative purposes or to perform
a function, the frames you choose can add an
exciting element to any furniture design. The
following examples provide some inspiration!

1

4
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2

5

1
2
3
4
5
6

Celtic carved frame
Kiso carved frame
Gothic carved frame
Damascus carved frame
Mackintosh carved frame
Cathedral carved frame

7
8
9
10

Extended pelmet frame: the depth of the bottom of the outer frame is increased to create a pelmet
Extended floor frame: outer frame extends to the floor
Plain frames
Feature frames

3

7

8

9

10

6
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HINGES & CATCHES

PAINTED RANGES

Important functional elements of any furniture
design, hinges and catches can also be aesthetically
pleasing. Here we showcase a number of designs
and finishes.

Aisling features a carefully selected palette of
paint colours to inspire you when deciding on
the right choice for your painted furniture.

BUTT HINGES

PAINTED & LACQUERED FINISHES

COLOUR MATCHING SERVICE

Thoughtfully considered and specifically chosen to complement each

Do you have a specific paint colour in mind that does not feature in

other, our paint colours can be mixed and matched with complete

our standard paint colour palette? If so, all you need to do is provide us

freedom so that you can achieve exactly the right look you have been

with a sample of the colour you desire and we will match it as closely as

dreaming of.

possible. A colour match sample swatch will be submitted for approval

Door designs that are recommended for painting are clearly marked in

by the customer before production begins.

our Door Finder with a        symbol and feature decorative grooves that
reduce the visibility of hairline cracks in the joints, caused by natural
timber movement or excessive temperature changes*.
All painted finishes are 10% sheen. A lacquered finish is normally 20%
sheen, although this can be varied on request.
Butt hinge (external)
Brass finish

Butt hinge (internal)
Brass finish

Butt hinge (external)
Chrome finish

Butt hinge (internal)
Chrome finish

Butt hinge (external)
Satin finish

Butt hinge (internal)
Satin finish

PAINT COLOUR PALETTE
AMEROCK HINGES

Amerock hinge
(external)
Matt brass finish

Amerock hinge
(internal)
Matt brass finish

Amerock hinge
(external)
Chrome finish

Amerock hinge
(internal)
Chrome finish

Amerock hinge
(external)
Antique pewter finish

Amerock hinge
(internal)
Antique pewter finish

Brilliant White

Ivory

Cream

Stone

Sage Green

Light Blue

Powder Blue

Ballroom Blue

*In the event of hairline cracks appearing in the joints of non v-groove doors with a painted finish, Aisling will not be held liable.

CATCHES

Painted and lacquered (natural finish) doors are manufactured using high quality hardwoods to which a superior quality paint or stain is then applied. All of
our high quality hardwoods are kiln dried to a moisture content of 8 - 12%. However, timber, by nature, is susceptible to expansion and shrinkage depending
on the environment in which it is installed. This means it could expand when there is an abundance of moisture in the air, particularly in winter or when
excess moisture is prevalent in renovated or new builds. Contraction may occur in the summer months when the climate is drier. This potential natural
movement of the timber can cause any layer of paint, lacquer, varnish etc that has been applied, to move with it and may result in panel shrinkage and
hairline cracks along the joints of the door. This is considered to be a positive feature, adding an authentic look and feel to the kitchen of any customer who
appreciates the fine, natural qualities of timber.
Although there might be a slight variation in colour between this swatch and the final painted product, we will endeavour to provide as close a match as
possible. Please always obtain physical samples before purchase.

Magnetic catch
Brass finish

48

Corresponding
counter plate
Brass finish
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Magnetic catch
Chrome finish

Corresponding
counter plate
Chrome finish

Recessed magnetic catch
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DOOR FINDER

CHOOSING THE RIGHT DOOR
The inframe moulding is an important
consideration when choosing your door design.
For best results, be sure to select a frame that
suits the overall look of your furniture.

This range can be painted in any one of our 8 standard colours
or through our Colour Matching Service (see page 49).

ASHFORD

ALBERTA

UNDERSTANDING INFRAME MOULDING OPTIONS
Every door style we produce offers four inframe moulding options (see below).
1  COCKBEAD

2  CHAMFER

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Character Oak
Antiqued
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double cockbead*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak & walnut

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double square

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]

Finish: Ivory Painted
Hardwood (smooth finish)
Inframe: Double chamfer

CALGARY

BELLEVILLE

3  PENCIL ROUND

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

4  SQUARE

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Powder Blue Painted
Hardwood (grain finish)
Inframe: Double chamfer

Finish: Stone Painted
Hardwood (smooth finish)
Inframe: Double square

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Character Oak
Antiqued
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double cockbead*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak & walnut

EDMONTON

DAWSON

FRAME CROSS SECTIONS

Single
cockbead

Double
cockbead

Single cockbead
with chamfer

Double
chamfer

Single
chamfer

Double pencil
round

Single pencil
round

Single pencil
round with
chamfer

Square

You have the option to embellish your frame both on the outside profile
and on the inside profile. For example, if you choose to have a cockbead
moulding on the inside profile only it is referred to as a ‘single cockbead’
(A). If you choose to have a cockbead moulding on both inside and
outside profiles it is referred to as a ‘double cockbead’ (B).

A
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B

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Sage Green Painted
Hardwood (grain finish)
Inframe: Double chamfer

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]

Finish: Cream Painted
Hardwood (smooth finish)
Inframe: Double square

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead

Finish: Light Blue Painted
Hardwood (smooth finish)
Inframe: Double chamfer*

Finish: Ivory Painted
Hardwood (grain finish)
Inframe: Double square

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]
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This range can be painted in any one of our 8 standard colours
or through our Colour Matching Service (see page 49).

HUDSON

Finish: Cream Painted
Hardwood (grain finish)
Inframe: Double cockbead

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]

Finish: Light Blue Painted
Hardwood (smooth finish)
Inframe: Double square

JASPER

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double chamfer*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak & walnut

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double chamfer*

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak & walnut

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak & walnut
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Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double cockbead*

PETERBOROUGH

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double chamfer

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double square

Finish: Ivory Painted
Hardwood (smooth finish)
Inframe: Double cockbead*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Character Oak
Antiqued
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double square

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak & walnut

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double pencil
round*

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double pencil
round*

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double pencil
round*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak & walnut

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]

Finish: Sage Green Painted
Hardwood (grain finish)
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double chamfer*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak & walnut

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double chamfer*

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double chamfer

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]

Finish: Sage Green Painted
Hardwood (smooth finish)
Inframe: Double square

VICTORIA

TRENTON

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double square

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double chamfer*

TORONTO

SUDBURY

MAYFAIR

LANGLEY
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Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

KINGSTON

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double chamfer*

This range can be painted in any one of our 8 standard colours
or through our Colour Matching Service (see page 49).

MONTREAL

HUNTSVILLE

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double pencil
round*

DOOR FINDER

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double chamfer*

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double cockbead

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]

Finish: Stone Painted
Hardwood (grain finish)
Inframe: Double square

Finish: White Oak Antiqued
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double chamfer

Finish: Light Blue Painted
Hardwood (grain finish)
Inframe: Double square

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]
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This range can be painted in any one of our 8 standard colours
or through our Colour Matching Service (see page 49).

WELLESLEY

WINNIPEG

KITCHEN DOOR CARE & MAINTENANCE
PRE-INSTALLATION RECOMMENDATIONS

CLEANING

Ensure that all new-builds or newly plastered rooms have been left to

• do not use wax-furniture polish, abrasive or aggressive cleaners,

environmentally stabilise prior to the installation of new kitchen doors.

bleach or other hypochlorate (chlorine) based cleaners, multipurpose

Kitchen doors must not be installed into a damp, or moisture-rich

cleaners, dilutes, acetone, alcohol, solvent or similar products on any

environment as it will cause undesirable movement in the joints and

door, as this will damage the surface;

panels of the door.

• only use a 5% soap, 95% water (liquid soap) solution, wiping with a
damp (not wet) cloth, finally drying with a soft clean cloth only.

LIGHT

• ensure all cooking splashes are wiped immediately with a damp cloth;

Timber changes colour when it is exposed to light. The species of

• dust with a soft cloth only.

timber and intensity of exposure will affect the rate of change. Due to

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double chamfer*

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double chamfer*

Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double chamfer*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak & walnut

Finish: White Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double chamfer*

Finish: Ivory Painted
Hardwood (smooth finish)
Inframe: Double square

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak, walnut,
painted hardwood [grain finish] & painted
hardwood [smooth finish]

this we recommend that timber samples displayed in showrooms be

MOISTURE

changed regularly. It is advised that colour change is also taken into

Excess moisture can damage a timber product - it is recommended that

consideration when fitting new or replacement doors to an existing

susceptible areas such as around the sink are thoroughly maintained

kitchen some time after the original kitchen was installed.

and kept dry at all times.

YORKTON

Finish: White Oak Antiqued
Inframe: Double cockbead*

Finish: Character Oak
Inframe: Double cockbead*

*standard inframe moulding

Available in: white oak, character oak & walnut
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Finish: Walnut
Inframe: Double cockbead*
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WHO SELLS AISLING FURNITURE?
Aisling furniture is available through exclusive retailers across the UK,
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland.
Each and every retailer will be able to provide all the details you need
about Aisling furniture including the following:
• all finishes & timbers available;
• all accessories available;
• advice & expertise regarding your specific furniture design;
• the order process; and
• lead-times.
To look for retailers in your area, please visit our website at:
www.aislingfurniture.com

This brochure is intended only as a guide to Aisling products and as no picture
can accurately convey the true beauty and outstanding quality of our furniture
it is suggested that you visit an Aisling showroom to examine the product
personally before purchase. Only then can you appreciate the detail bestowed
upon each and every component, the rich, sumptuous finishes applied and the
superior quality craftmanship that is lovingly ingrained into each piece.
Whilst some of our products are made wholly from natural materials, a number
are also made (in whole or part) from man-made materials, as they can be
more durable, flexible and/or practical than natural products. Our retailers will
be happy to discuss all details of the materials used in the production of our
furniture so that you are fully aware of how and why they were selected.
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Most of the images used in this brochure are representative of Aisling furniture
designs but there may be variations in colour, design and function. As we strive
to continuously to improve all our products on a consistent basis, we accordingly
reserve the right to change and update products without notice. All copyright,
design right, registered design and other intellectual property rights in our
designs and products featured in this brochure are, and remain, our property and
unauthorised use of any of our intellectual property rights is strictly prohibited.
Appropriate action will be taken against any infringement of our intellectual
property rights.

